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Partly cloudy
with a high of
83 and a low of
65.

Opinions

• Chris Brennaman shows his
gratitude to students and faculty
for uniting in a time of national
risis.
Brooke Minter ponders the
(question, "Will things ever be the
jsame after Tuesday's attacks?"
|» Reality hits home for Justin
Johnson.
m
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Sports

fcTuesday's attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon
?fcause college football and the
NFL to postpone weekend games.
f Tighter security is a must for
iture Olympic Games.
'hotos
events!
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Fmtures^
Hollywood rewrites and
postpones movies that feature
Merrorist acts too close to Tuesday' s
Reality.
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By Amanda Permenter

d weezelshay @ hotmail.com

America has pressed the reverential melody of Irving Berlin's "God
Bless America" as the memorial anthem of Tuesday's devastating attacks in New York City and Washington, D.C. At 5:15 p.m. on Wednesday, the hymn wafted from the
Henderson Library carillon through
the quiet air of the afternoon campus,
commencing an outdoor memorial
service planned by the Student Government Association.
About 200 students, faculty and
community members turned up for
the lakeside service. The ROTC color
guard gathered along Lake Wells before they marched in formation to
face the library and present the flags
at the onset of "The Star-Spangled
Banner." Attendants of the event
stood solemnly with hands across
their hearts until the resounding echo
of the song faded to silence.
The ceremony opened with an
preamble by Dr. Hal Fulmer, head
of the Communication Arts department, who introduced SGA President Brian Saxton and Mike Hardy
as speakers.
Saxton began his speech by reading a commentary written in 1973
by Canadian columnist Gordon
Sinclair, which recognized the
Americans as "the most generous
and possibly the least-appreciated
people in all the earth."
Hardy began his speech by drawing a parallel between two dates
that will live in infamy - December
7, 1941, and September 11, 2001.
He.then described in vivid detail
his account of how and when he
first received word of the sudden
tragedy that struck our nation.
The familiar sound of an incoming instant message on his com-

puter caught his attention as he was
brushing his teeth, and the words
appearing from a friend advised
him to turn on his television.
Hardy watched in disbelief, like
so many others, as one tower after
another, one plane after another,
crashed down to earth.
Hardy's mother was in Washington D.C, and he frantically tried
to contact her for six hours. Finally, he discovered'her to be safe,
although shaken, at an airport.
He tearfully told the story of
two friends who suffered terrible
personal calamity. He knew a person whose father was severely injured at the Pentagon and another
who was contacted by her father
from an upper floor of the WTC
just five minutes before it collapsed.
"There are no words to explain
what I was feeling," Hardy said. "I
still don't know."
Hardy neared the end of his
speech with a declaration.
"America and the flag still stand
for freedom, and they can't take
that away. Never."
Fulmer again took the stage to
present some closing comfort and
comments, reiterating the promise
of hope for our country .
"Fear dies. Tears dry. Even the
memory of pain fades after a season," he said. "Hope lives on forever."
The ceremony concluded with a
few moments of silence that was
only broken by the serene sound of
a fountain, a soft breeze through
the leaves, and the songs of perched
birds. When the quiet time of reflection ended, though the eyes of
many were misted with grief, a
glimmer of hope was brought to
life by the coming together of caring American souls. .

Students discuss fears at forum

• Panel of international experts answer students' questions

GSU officials
respond to
aftermath
By Shana Bridges and
Brandon Sparks

Shanabee99@hotmail.com
Brandonwillplay@hotmaiI.com

LaVene Bell/STAFF

MOURNING THOSE PERISHED: The American flag on Sweetheart
Circle is currently flying at half-staff to pay respect to the thousands killed
in Tuesday' s attacks. Today has been declared a day of "National Prayer
and Remembrance, a day for reflection, grief and mourning.

In the aftermath of the recent
World Trade Center tragedy,
GSU Public Safety officials want
to reassure students that their
daily routine will resume as normal..
According to Chief Kenneth
Brown, the police are maintaining normal patrols as usual, but
they are taking precautions to
pay special attention to federal
buildings around campus..
Students may be fearful of
their safety even in Statesboro,
but Brown says, "Public Safety
has been in contact with the Georgia Emergency Management
Agency and the Georgia
Beaureau of Investigation, and
there have been no indications of
any threats in Georgia."
Brown advises students to "go
along with their normal daily activities. If you see any suspicious activities, call the police
and we'll be glad to look into it."
The American Red Cross
sprung into action after
Tuesday's terroist attack on the
United States.
Kathleen Kosmoski, chapter
manager of the Statesboro branch
of the Red Cross says "the National Red Cross is trying to respond to this tragedy as fast as
possible. The Red Cross' mission right now is to give as much
aid to the people stranded around
the country in airports as well as
See Aftermath, Page 5

New Yorkers go on as excruciating
search and removal continues
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L
Arts
^Entertainment
Teaching children the
Significance of terrorist attacks is
not an easy task and something
they cannot fully comprehend.

Jill Burnham/STAFF

UNDERSTANDING THE FACETS OF CONFLICT: A forum was
held in the Union Wednesday to shed some light on the recent attacks on
the U.S. The panel of experts included (from left to right) Assistant
Professor of International Studies and terrorist specialist, Dr. Barry
Balleck; Professor of History and Middle East specialist, Dr. Vernon
Egger; Assistant Professor of International Studies and foreign policy
specialist, Dr.Darin Van Tassell; and Associate Vice Presidentof Academic
Affairs and Professor of Political Science, Dr. Lane Van Tassell.

By Chris Brennaman and
Jessica Garcia

gsujcon @ hotmail.com
dxichicl8@ aol.com

Sept. 19,11 a.m.-4 p.m.
MUSEUM
' National disaster
exhibit. "Earthquirks"

"I don't think that it's an overstatement to say that your lives are fundamentally changed," Dr. Darin Van
Tassell said in his opening remarks
Wednesday, at the Crisis in America
forum held in the Russell Union Commons
Students and faculty filed into the
Union to take part in the forum. Moderated by Dr. Nancy Shumaker of the
International Studies department, the
forum gave faculty and students a
chance to understand the events that
took place Tuesday morning in New
York City and Washington, D.C.

Special Photo

FOR THE ONES HE COULDN'T SAVE: New York City firefighter Patrick Parrott lights candles at one
of the makeshift memorials set up throughout the city. People from across the northeast have gathered at various
sidewalk memorials to show their sorrow and send their prayers.
KRT Campus

"We've assembled a panel of faculty members who have done work or
are knowledgeable of international issues," Dean of Students Randy Gunter
said. "Many students are feeling panicky. They need to understand the
causes of terrorists," he said.
"What the country needs right now
is patriots," Van Tassell said. "What
that means to me is to exercise a good
source of judgment. Be patriots in that
regard."
Dr. Lane Van Tassell described the
events as "extraordinary times."
"Our emotions have been drained
See Forum, Page 5

NEW YORK - As the painfully
slow search for thousands of missing
people continued in the rubble of the
World Trade Center on Thursday,
commuters streamed back into Manhattan and New Yorkers struggled to
find something normal about life.
Authorities reopened several
routes into the city, closed since two
passenger jetliners were flown into
the towers at the start of the workday
Tuesday. Public schools reopened,
except for those in lower Manhattan
where the twin towers of the World
Trade Center once stood. Broadway
theaters decided to reopen Thursday
night and dim their marquees in

memory of the victims. The New
York Stock Exchange will remain
closed until Monday.
President Bush planned to visit
the city on Friday.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said
4,763 people are known to be missing, although authorities expect that

number to go much higher. Workers
have recovered 94 bodies and have
identified 46, Giuliani said: In some
cases, only body parts were found.
About 6,000 tons of debris have
been carried out in 200 truckloads,
See Coping, Page 8

\No classes during noon memorial service
I G-A News Service

A memorial service for the victims of the attacks in New York
| City and Washington, D.C. will be
[held today at noon in GSU's
Russell Student Union. All classes
meeting from noon to 1 p.m. are

canceled so that students may at- j
tend the service.
All members of he university
community are invited to attend. I
The service is part of President j
Bush's request for a national day \
of prayer and remembrance.
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Police Beat

GSU Public Safety
September 10
• Matthew Victor Hill, 19, was
charged with DUI, open container
violation and failure to maintain lane.
Statesboro Police Department
September 6
• William Justin Williams, 19,
was arrested for speeding and a suspended license.
• Don Ragan Johnson, 18, was
arrested for speeding and DUI.

September 9
•Brandon James Mitchell, 19, was
arrested for obstruction.
-All Police Beat information
is compiled by Jenni Ginepri,

assistant news editor.

Editor's Note: Police Beat
appears in every edition of the GeorgeAnne in an effort to inform the GSU
community of the amount and nature of
crime. All reports are public
information and can be obtained at
either the GSU Division of Public
Safety or the Statesboro Police
Department.

Crisis definitions:
• Words often used in recent news

KRT Campus
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Afghanistan-A
country on the continent of
Asia, between Iran and
Pakistan.
Allah - The Muslim
word for God.
Arabs - Semitic ethnic
group who came from the
Arabian peninsula and
migrated to other parts of
the Middle East.
Osama Bin Laden - An
extremist Saudi dissident
who thinks the United
States supports Israel too
much; who doesn't want
foreign military forces in
any Muslim countries; and
who doesn't like Muslim
governments that don't
follow a strict
interpretation of the Koran.
Casualty - A person
who has been hurt or
killed.
Hijack - To take control
of a plane, ship, etc., and
take it to another
destination.
Islam - A world religion
based on the teachings of
Mohammed, the last
prophet of Allah; in Islam,
the other prophets go all
the way back to Abraham
and include Jesus.
Jihad - A holy war
declared in defense of
Muslim people.
Kamikaze - "Divine

wind" in Japanese, this was
the name for Japanese pilots
in World War II who flew
their plartes into targets,
knowing they would die.
Koran - The holy book
of Islam.
Muslim - A member of
the Islamic faith.
Palestinians - Semitic
people who have their
homeland in the region of
the Middle East now known
as Palestine, including
Israel.
Pentagon - The building
in Arlington, Va., in which
the main offices of the U.S.
Department of Defense are
located; it has five sides,
one which was heavily
damaged when one of the
hijacked planes crashed into
it.
Taliban - A group of
Muslim leaders who
maintain very traditional
interpretations of the Koran.
Terrorists - People who
use violence to intimidate
people they see as enemies
and to keep them feeling
unsafe and fearful.
World Trade Center-A
complex of seven buildings
around a central plaza, near
the southern tip of
Manhattan. Its huge twin
towers (completed 1972-73)
were designed by Minoru
Yamasaki (1912-1986).
609 Brannen Street
Statesboro, Georgia
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Three days after attacks, disaster
hits home for many GSU students

By Chris Brennaman
gsu_icon @ hotmail.com

Though many students expressed a lack of interest except
for
the
cancellation
of
classesTuesday in the wake of the
attacks on New York City and
Washington, D.C., three days later
the events have hit home, particularly for one GSU student.
In the Sept. 12 issue of The
George-Anne, Billy Schlott was
quoted as saying that Tuesday's
destruction of the World Trade
Center and damage of the Pentagon didn't make any difference to
him.
Yesterday, Schlott wanted to
clarify his opinion.
"My mind wasn't focused,"
Schlott said. "After [the George-

September 15 • 10am-2pm

U

Donations Welcome!
Proceeds benefit to the Cxstic Fibrosis Foundation

Bring Your Dog!

SPECIALS

August 15—September 17
Iguanas

$9.99

Mexmex King Snake
$99.99
Parakeets

$16.99

Fresh & Saltwater Fish
15% Off

• Residence hall approved
aquarium setups
• Don't miss our great
selection of freshwater and
marine fish
• Come by and see our huge
selection of reptiles
• Small Animals: skunks,
ferrets, rabbits, etc.
available.

Fortunately, most of his family
members had not made it to work
yet, and watched the events unfold
from their New York City rooftops. Some are even suffering
medical problems due to inhaling
smoke and soot from the initial
airplane attacks and the subsequent
collapse of both towers.
"My uncle is in the hospital. A
couple of [my family members]
have problems with their lungs
from breathing the stuff," Schlott
said.
Schlott said that after understanding the events of this week
fully, his views are vastly different.
"It's awful that someone could
think that they would get away
with it."

Jake Hallman/STAFF

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A
DAY MAKES: GSU student
Billy Schlott.

Bush calls attacks 'acts of war,' Congress
vows funds, unity after attacks Tuesday
KRT Campus

At dusk the president toured the and root," Powell said. "And so we
WASHINGTON - The United nibble at the Pentagon and was visibly will hold accountable those countries
that provide ... support facilities to
States on Wednesday moved unmis- moved.
"Coming here makes me sad, on these kinds of terrorist groups."
takably toward war.
In Brussels, Belgium, ministers of
President Bush firmly denounced the one hand. It also makes me angry."
the 19-member NATO alliance inTuesday's terrorist attacks on New he said.
Earlier, Bush said he was sending voked Article 5 of the organization's
York and Washington as "acts of war"
for the first time. Secretary of State Congress a request for emergency au- charter for the first time in its 52-year
Colin Powell worked to build an inter- thority to spend "whatever it takes to history. It holds that "an attack against
national coalition against terrorism. rescue victims, to help the citizens of one is an attack on all," as NATO
NATO ministers took an unprec- New York City and Washington, D.C., Secretary-General Lord Robertson
edented stand to be ready to help. Congress tentatively pledged $20 billion to
finance rescuing victims, rebuilding aWE HAVE TO DO THIS VERY STRONGLY, VERY
the Pentagon and retaliating against
FORCEFULLY AND WITH GREAT SUCCESS. THAT
whoever did it.
The government said it had several
MAY MEAN TAKING THE TIME TO MAKE SURE WE
leads in its investigation to determine
who was responsible for the attacks on DO IT DECISD7ELY AND SUCCESSFULLY."
the World Trade Center in New York
and the Pentagon beside Washington.
-SEN. CARL LEVIN,
Officials also revealed that the
D-MICH.
White House and Air Force One had
been targets Tuesday, which helped to
explain why Bush's plane took evasive maneuvers as it left Florida and respond to this tragedy and to protect said, and it cleared the way for the
alliance's member countries to supabruptly changed course to fly to the our national security."
port
U.S. military action that could
Congressional
leaders
said
they
security of a Louisiana Air Force base.
require
use of their territory for refuelexpected
the
request
to
be
approved
Officials said the White House was the
ing
or
overflights.
easily
Thursday,
and
had
tentatively
original target of the hijacked airliner
At least one prominent member of
that crashed into the Pentagon, for agreed to send the president $20 bilCongress
cautioned against rushing too
lion.
reasons that remained unexplained.
quickly
to
retaliate.
"This
changes
everything,"
said
The White House announced that
"We
have
to do this very strongly,
Sen.
Kent
Conrad,
D-N.D.,
chairman
the risk of further attacks was now
very
forcefully
and with great sucof
the
Senate
Budget
Committee.
Un"significantly reduced," and Bush
cess,"
said
Sen.
Carl
Levin, D-Mich.,
til
Tuesday,
Conrad
had
spearheaded
turned up the ferocity of his rhetoric.
"The deliberate and deadly attacks Democratic attacks on Bush's budget chairman of the Senate Armed Serwhich were carried out yesterday choices, but not now: "It may not be a vices Committee. "That may mean takagainst our country were more than declared war, but this is war. I stand ing the time to make sure we do it
acts of terror; they were acts of war," prepared to change our budget priori- decisively and successfully."
Powell said he was sure that the
the president said during a morning ties," Conrad said.
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, the Taliban leadership of Afghanistan was
meeting with his national security team
in the Cabinet Room of the White ranking Republican on the Appropria- providing protection and support for
tions Committee, said: "We have to terrorism suspect Osama bin Laden,
House.
"The American people need to make the funds available. I believe we though he stressed that the United States
had not yet concluded that the Saudi
know that we're facing a different en- are at war."
In a videotape sent to U.S. troops exile was responsible.
emy than we have ever faced. This
Bin Laden also has widespread supenemy hides in shadows and has no worldwide, Defense Secretary Donald
regard for human life. This is an enemy Rumsfeld said: "It is my duty as head port in neighboring Pakistan. Deputy
who preys on innocent and unsuspect- of this department to tell you that more, Secretary of State Richard Armitage
ing people, then runs for cover. But it much more, will be asked of you in the told Pakistani officials Wednesday that
won't be able to run for cover forever," weeks and months ahead. This is espe- the United States expects help in the
cially true of those who are in the investigation.
he said.
With 4,000 FBI agents involved,
"We will be patient, we will be field."
Powell said the United States was the nation's chief law enforcement
focused and we will be steadfast in our
determination. This battle will take rapidly pursuing a worldwide response, agency was following several leads
time and resolve. But make no mistake one that is enlisting the help of NATO Wednesday as it worked to identify the
allies in military retaliation; lining up three to six terrorists who hijacked
about it, we will win."
international support, including from each of four jetliners, director Robert
such friendly Arab nations as Egypt Mueller said. In Boston and Miami,
and Jordan; and warning countries not agents uncovered evidence that either
hijackers or their associates had been
to help or harbor terrorists.
"We have to make sure that we go in both cities.
Even as officials searched for jusafter terrorism and get it by its branch

Buck! Buck! :

KKr& Pets and People
Doggy Wash
& Flea Dip

Anne reporters interviewing
Schlott Tuesday] told me about it,
I still didn't know what had happened."
Schlott said that his comments
stemmed from ignorance of the
event and preoccupation with an
upcoming class and tests.
According to Schlott, when he
was stopped to answer the question, he was trying to find a class
that was not meeting in its regular
classroom:
"I feel bad about it. I watched
TV two days in a row when I was
supposed to be studying. I was
worried about my family," Schott
said.
"My great-great-grandmother
lives there. I have numerous cousins, and uncles there."

$1.00 OFF i

tice, Powell stressed the need for the
country to return to its life.
"We've got to get back to ourjobs.
We've got to get back to work." he
said. "In all of the difficult times
we will be facing ahead, we have to
still try to return life to a sense of
normalcy. We cannot be a people
who are afraid to live. We cannot
be a people who will move away
from a relatively open society. We
cannot be a people who walk around
terrified. We're Americans; we
don't walk around terrified."
Bush also met with the leaders
of Congress on Wednesday to discuss plans for the next several
weeks.
"Now is the time for government to move forward," House
Speaker Dennis Hasten, R-Ill.. said
as he left the White House. "We are
in complete agreement that we will
work together, that we want to share
information, that we will be ready
to move on whatever the president
suggests, and we will go through
the debate and the actions of Congress, in a bipartisan way, to make
that happen."
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said the Congress
would work with Bush "on a bipartisan basis.... We literally and figuratively stand shoulder to shoulder
in our appreciation of the job ahead,
It is to help the victims, to care for
the families and to punish those
responsible."
He said Congress would move
quickly to allocate money for rescue, repairs and retaliation and to
support "whatever strategy may be
required to fulfill our obligations."

Williams Center room 2023
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Statesboro, GA 30460
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Talking to children about violence and tragedy

Postponed: Violent terrorist plots thought too close to reality

By Amanda Permenter

Associated Press
ings, was suspended. "Given the Fox's "24" - that deal with terLOS ANGELES - Real-life recent national tragedy we feel rorism at war with the CIA.
One story line in "24" involves
terrorism has led Hollywood ex- that some of the fictional eleecutives to postpone at least two ments in the game.may not be a terrorist blowing up a passenmovies and consider reschedul- appropriate at this time," said a ger plane. On the premiere of
ing other films and TV shows statement by creator Electronic "The Agency," terrorists plot to
blow up the London department
that involve terrorist plots against Arts.
Americans.
As for television, ABC can- store Harrods.
Promos for those shows may
NBC announced it would push celed a showing Saturday of the
back the start of its new fall TV movie "The Peacemaker," about be withheld. "We're taking this
season, set to begin Monday, at nuclear terrorists, and replaced it one day at a time," Grogin said.
Do viewers still have an appeleast one week, regardless of the with the romance "Hope Floats."
show content. Other networks
Fox replaced broadcasts of tite for violent escapism?
"All this time, we've been conwere considering similar delays. "The X-Files" movie Friday and
Warner Bros, will indefinitely the film "Independence Day" on juring with this deck of violent
postpone the release of Arnold Sunday with the comedies "Nine images. But this week has given
them substance," said Ric
Schwarzenegger's lat- ^^^
Burns, whose epic history
est film, "Collateral
"New York" premieres its
Damage," in which a
"ALL THIS TIME, WE'VE BEEN
final two installments on
terrorist bombs a Los
PBS later this month.
Angeles skyscraper. It
CONJURING WITH THIS DECK OF
"Who's going to want
was to have debuted
to play with them now?"
Oct. 5.
VIOLENT IMAGES...THIS WEEK
The biggest TV netThe Tim Allen comJJ
HAS GIVEN THEM SUBSTANCE.
works - ABC, CBS and
edy "Big Trouble," in
NBC and Fox - canceled
which one scene inall programming and comvolves a bomb on a
-Ric BURNS, PBS
mercials after the attacks
plane, was also pulled
— for round-the-clock news
from its Sept. 21 re^^~
coverage. They planned to
lease by Disney's
stay
with
the story continuously
Touchstone Pictures.
Months" and "Mrs. Doubtfire,"
Both studios said they acted respectively, spokesman Scott at least through Wednesday.
Entertainment events around
out of respect for victims of the Grogin said.
terror attacks Tuesday in New
In "Independence Day," the the country were postponed or
York, Washington and Pennsyl- White House and Empire State canceled. The Emmy Awards
show Sunday was postponed. The
vania.
Building blow up.
"Our thoughts and prayers are
Fox feared such scenes could Latin Grammys, to have taken
with those affected by this ter- disturb many viewers. "We're place Tuesday night in Los Anrible tragedy," said Touchstone looking at programming that is geles, were canceled.
Broadway shows, closed for
spokeswoman Vivian Boyer.
more family-oriented so people
Warner Bros, said it would re- can watch it together," Grogin two days, will resume performance^ Thursday evening. Jed
trieve all commercials, posters said.
and ads for "Collateral Damage"
On one Fox drama just six Bernstein, president of the
and disconnect its Web site, all months ago, the World Trade League of American Theatres and
of which feature phony newspa- Center was threatened. The pre- Producers, said that before the
per headlines about the fictional miere of the series "The Lone curtains rise the theaters will dim
attack.
Gunmen" featured a U.S. gov- their marquees to honor the vicMeanwhile, Sony Pictures re- ernment plot to boost arms sales tims.
The New York Philharmonic
moved a trailer from theaters and by crashing an airliner into one
the Internet for the adventure of the towers, then blaming ter- canceled its opening night gala
Sept. 20 and will replace it with a
"Spider-Man" because of a scene rorists.
in which a helicopter carrying
memorial
concert.
Scenes from the cockpit
Theme parks such as Walt
fleeing robbers gets trapped in a showed the struggle to disengage
giant spider web strung between the plane's suicidally pro- Disney World in Florida and
the two towers of the World Trade grammed navigational system. Disneyland and Universal Studios
Center.
The plane managed to clear the in California reopened after closThe sequence was created only tower by inches.
ing for a day. And major movie
for the ad and not for the film,
"The Lone Gunmen" was studios such as Paramount, Sony
which debuts May 3, Sony quickly canceled. But among the Pictures and Warner Bros, respokeswoman Susan Tick said.
new crop of shoot-'em-up series sumed production Wednesday.
Even the new Internet game in the fall TV season, which starts
Many of the attractions on the
Majestic, an interactive mystery Monday, are three - ABC's Las Vegas Strip were closed,
involving conspiracies and bomb- "Alias," CBS' "The Agency" and though casinos remained open.

jweezelshay@hotmail.com

Out of the violent and disturbing
words and images repeatedly emergjno from television has risen a new
dilemma. How can the unspeakable
acts of terror that occurred on September 11 be explained in a healthy way to
our children?
Undoubtedly, this monumental
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tragedy cannot be altogether concealed
from our nation's youth. Children are
curious by nature, and will thirst for
explanations regarding the brutal scenes
in the media.
According to Dr. Steven Marans,
head of the National Center of Children Exposed to Violence at Yale University, the most effective thing that
parents, older siblings, and role models can do is be available to listen
carefully to the thoughts and feelings
that children develop about the situation.
Dr. Marans pointed out, "It is also
important to be able to look for signs of
distress that the child may demonstrate
in behaviors rather than in words."
Parents should take behavioral changes
as a signal to ask their child more about
their opinions and feelings regarding
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what they have seen and heard.
Dr. Marans also believes that adults
should speak truthfully to young ones
about the week's events. However, it is
important that adults resonate feelings
of rage and hatred that may develop in
themselves and their children.
"Children often learn that they can
cope with and tolerate their own feelings of sadness when they see the adults
around them able to cope with their
feelings," Dr. Maran commented.
Parents often underestimate the
ability of children to appropriately conceive and assimilate reality. "Children
need to know the truth," Marans said
during an online chat that took place
Wednesday, "and part of that truth is
that this event was unanticipated and a
tragedy occurred. Children need their
parents' support in recognizing that
bad things can happen, that we can feel
afraid and saddened." ,
While it is important to maintain
a stable state of mind for the sake of
making children feel safe, it is imperative that parents show their emotions as an example to their young
ones. It is normal for such a disaster
to cause pain and confusion, especially for children, even if not personally related to the tragedy.

Special Photo

NEVER TOO YOUNG TO CARE: One-year-old Daniel Brahah
from New York lays a bunch of flowers near the F.D.R. statue at the
American Embassy in London on Thursday, Sept. 13, 2001.

As far as exposure is concerned,
moderation is the key. A balance
must be achieved between providing
youth with accurate information
about the tragedy and allowing hours
of exposure to the constant media
coverage. The catastrophe is already
quite unfathomable to adults, therefore, both excess and shortage of
information can cause desensitization to the situation's extremity in
children.
Maturity and age can help adults
separate exactly which aspects of the
tragedy should be discussed with their
children. Dr. Marans believes that
older children can be talked with
about the political aims of the terrorists because it "provides an opportunity to instill in children values that
have to do with what it means to be
an American citizen."

Fortunately, the horrific news we
must share with our children can also
create a medium by which we can
demonstrate the goodness and generosity of others especially during a time
of crisis. Dr. Marans suggests that role
models use the tragedy to teach children "what it means to stand together
as a nation, resolute in our determination not to collapse with the collapse of
the buildings and the loss of life."
An effectual way to help children
feel a part of the healing process is to
make a project of creating a care package for an affected family or donating
materials or money to a disaster relief
program. Contact a local Salvation
Army or Goodwill establishment and
let the child assist in making a donation. Monetary donations for disaster
relief can be made online by visiting
http://www.salvationarmy-useast.org.
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OUR OPINION

Americans must stand together
Theterroristattxfaonthe World
Trade Center, the Pentagon and the
UnitedStatesitselfhasleftthenation
in a state of shock. It is, at this time,
when we must pull together. We
must go about our daily business,
regardless uncertain the future may
seem. Many people ask where do
we go from here? We must resolve
this problem as a nation, not as
individuals. We must not blame all
foreigners. They are not the
problemThe problem lies with the
group or groups that are responsible
for this honible act.
The goal of terrorism is in the
name. It is to strike terror into the
hearts of the target The victory of
the terrorist is not as much in the
cost in lives or the amount of
property damage. No, the victory
lies in bringing the target to a

cornpteteandutterstop.Inhisaddress
to the nation, President Bush said
that the steel in our buildings may
buckle and collapse, but the steel in
our hearts will not. Under normal
circumstances this holds true. It is
tested in times like these when we
watch our families, our friends and
our fellow citizens killed suddenly
and deliberately. How easy it would
betogiveintoourterrorandfearand
allow every aspect of our lives to
come to screeching halt. We must
not give these terrorists another
victory.
Ithasbeendifficulttheselastfew
days to even imagine a normal life.
Our security is in question and we
have no answers even though we
cry for blood. We have to be there
to prop each other up. If we let one
another fall, then we have truly lost

Wfll things ever
be the same?

There is one simple question that
keeps lingering in my head. Will our
country ever be the same? Before
Tuesday's tragedy I couldn't have
fathomed the idea that we would ever be
attacked. I never imagined that these
evil acts could happen right here in the
US.
The images from Tuesday, of the
buildings destroyed and massive
numbers of people injured and killed, I
had only seen in foreign countries. I can
honestly say I didn't really care about
the violence that occurs in other countries
everyday, until now.
I never had to worry about my loved
ones until Tuesday morning, when I was
awoken by the phone. After the shock of
the news of the attacks had sunk in, my
first concern were of my loved one in
Washington D.Ck bye.tim an. After
trying to reach my brother several times,

I finally heard that he was safe. I was
very lucky not to be affected with the
death of someone close to me.
Unfortunately, we will all be affected,
if not by war, by other means. The terrible
attacks that happened within just a short
period of time may forever change us.
We have been brought up to believe we
are safe and secure. We never needed to
look over our shoulder.
Now, I notice myself looking up in
the sky, and gluing myself to the TV,
waiting for the scenes of the next possible
attack. It could very well happen.
We live in the best and most powerful
country in the world, and we thought we
were untouchable. Could we have ever
been so wrong?
Our generation has become spoiled.
Have we become too careless? We, until
very recently, lived in a country where
you didn't have to worry about being
bombed everyday. We lived in a country
where we didn't have to be on lock down
and hide from attacks. We have taken
our freedom and safety for granted, and
now our freedom has been taken away
from us. We are in no different situation
than many foreign countries have been
in for years.
We are under attack.
Will our country ever be the same?
Will there be more attacks? Are we safe?
We can only wait. I just pray we find the
people who did this and punish them the
way they deserve to be punished. Until
then I am forever changed.
Brooke Minter is the deputy
managing editor of The George-Anne
and
can
be
reached
at
mintlll @yahoo.com.
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Many of you have proven that,
without a doubt, you care.
In the past, this week being no
different, I've chastised those
among us with no sense of
community. We had become so
apathetic that it seemed we were
numb to the outside world.
However, we came together this
week in a shared tragedy and we
were there for each other.
If you missed out on the Crisis in
America Forum, I truly feel for you.

Not only was the Russell Union
filled to capacity, but the caliber of
the questions and issues presented
to the panel was just phenomenal.
Almost every student who spoke up
seemed to have as firm of a grasp on
the enormity of the situation as they
could have. The questions were well
thought out, the statements
profound. I have never been more
proud to call myself a GSU student
than I was on Wednesday at 3 p.m.
I cannot congratulate Dr. Gunter
and Dr. Shumaker enough. Their
response in assembling such a
qualified and knowing group of
individuals was not only proper, but
it was timely, and it was offered at a
time when the students wanted and
needed it the most.
Each member of the panel did
everything in their capacity to
answer each concern as fully as
possible. I cannot thank each of
them enough. None of us can, I
think.
Maybe I'm biased, but the
panelist that touched me the most
was Dr. Darin Van Tassell. I've had
the man for an International Studies
class. I have to admit that the only
reason I took it was because I was

trying to avoid a foreign language.
Most everyone in the class had the
same motivation, and he knew it.
He could have taught the class in
such a way as to match our interest,
or just flooded us with raw
information, but he didn't. Instead,
when I walked out of his classroom,
I knew so much about the world
around me that I questioned how I
functioned as a journalist, let alone
a member of a global community,
without knowing what he imparted
to me. I encourage each of you to
take his class, whether you need it
to fill a requirement or not. Trust
me, you will be a better person for
it.
At the forum, when one young
woman told of how her father was
in the Pentagon and that his office
no longer exists, Dr. Van Tassell,
stopped her, asked her name, and
told her how much he felt for her. I
cannot describe to those of you not
in attendance, what it was like to
hear the genuine concern in his
voice, even after he learned that her
father had made it out. This was
what we, as a student body trying to
make sense of the senseless, needed
the most. Thank you.

Dr. Egger, Dr. Balleck, and Dr.
Lane Van Tassell, thank you too.
As students, especially at an
institution growing as fast as GSU,
we often lose the bonds that students
and professors shared when the
school was smaller. All of you
proved once and for all that GSU
may be moving into top tier status,
but we will not lose that relationship
that we have come to cherish. All of
you took the time out of what I am
sure are busy schedules and you
reached out to us and held our hands.
Once again, the student body, and I
cannot thank any of you enough.
And finally, to the student body,
thank all of you who stepped forward
and refused to let those among us
who seem to pride themselves in
their apathy outshine you. You are
the true leaders of tomorrow. You
are the ones who will come forward
in the next few years and lead the
rest through the dark times. You are
the ones by which the rest of us are
measured. You, I truly cannot thank
enough, but I '11 try.
Thank you.
Chris Brennaman is an award
winning columnist and can be
reached at gsu_icon@hotmail.com.

No, patriotism has not died

for the nearest television, radio or orientation, etc must not distract us.
heard a woman's message she had left to
I have watched TV for two days her husband on their answering machine.
computer to obtain information about the
World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks. straight. Every time I turn it on, there's She couldn't get in touch with him. In her
The nation, brought to its knees, someone on it looking for their loved message, she said that the World Trade
ones that they can't find. It brings me to Center had just been struck by a plane or
mourned.
This great country did not give up. It tears. That could have been someone in bomb and.Jhat she was stuck in the
came together. People held support my family. That could have been my building. She told her husband that she
groups. The Red
loved him very
Cross held blood
■
'
much and before
drives in which
she hung up, the
SHE TOLD HER HUSBAND THAT SHE LOVED
turnouts
were
last thing she said
unprecedented.
was,
"I love you
HIM VERY MUCH AND BEFORE SHE HUNG UP,
Churches held
always."
At
that
THE LAST THING SHE SATO WAS, "I LOVE YOU
prayer meetings.
Citizens flew their
moment. I cried.
ALWAYS."
I cried because
U.S. flags.
Patriotism has
^^^™^^^™
■
there
are
We are a nation that once thought it not died. It is more alive than ever. The mom standing with a big picture of me in thousands upon thousands of stories that
was invincible. We are the land of the question on the minds of millions is, a massive crowd looking so helpless, are just like that. People just at work,
free, home of the brave. We were under "What can I do to help?" The answer is asking anyone and everyone if they had doing their jobs, were at their desk one
seen or talked to me.
minute and then shortly after, were dead.
the mindset that wars and other terrorist /'Whatever you can."
I listened to the mother of one of the People, just like you and me, are now
People are still holding those support
attacks happen far away in foreign lands.
Truth be told, it's not true anymore. Even groups, the blood drives, prayer meetings, victim's talk about how her son called her gone forever.
I'm scared to think that this ordeal
the United States, can be attacked on its etc. Join them. Give blood. Help someone from the plane that crashed in
in need. The country needs for everyone Pennsylvania. I hear her, in a calm voice, may not be over. Sure, arrests have been
own soil.
Tuesday, in the initial shock of the to pull together. We must only recognize recount her son's phone call earlier that made and the hijackers have been
attacks, all you could hear were comments the fact that right now we are ALL day. He just called to tell her he loved her, identified, but it's not over. I'm terrified
like "Things like that just don't happen American citizens. Insignificant things that he knew he was going to die and that that another attack may take place.
One thing I am sure of, however, is
here." People were crying, scrambling such as political affiliation, race, sexual he and a few other passengers were going
to try to do something.
that the American spirit cannot be broken.
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
Yesterday when I was eating lunch, I You can bring it to its knees and beat it
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
talked to our photo editor Jill about that without mercy, but it will still exist. The
guest columns from people both inside and outside the GSU community. All
mother recounting her son's phone call. United States will forever stand as the
copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
We were talking about what we would land of freedom. You may attack us, but
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions
must be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for
say to our loved one's if we had been on believe me when I say that you can never
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any Submission. There is
that plane. The truth is, all I think I could take away our freedom.
no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous.
say was "I love you mom, tell dad I love
Justin Johnson Is the editor of The
However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
him." What else could I say?
George-Anne and can be reached at
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
watched the news last night and gaeditor® gasou. edit.
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Letter to the editor: Reader Letter to the editor: How
speaks out about apathy one seems to ruin it for all

When I picked up Wednesdays
edition of the George Anne. I was not
shocked or surprised at the stories
that filled the front page. Like many,
I'd watched the events in New York,
Washington, and Pennsylvania
unfold on television. While I watched
I was filled with many emotions:
shock, disbelief, grief, anger,
revenge. Wednesday morning I woke
up and all of the major news and
network stations wee covering "The
Day After." I had began to accept
what had happened and then I opened
to the second page of the G-A and
read the student survey concerning
the terrorist attack .When I read "It
doesn't make a difference to me" my
emotions from the previous day
began to return.
I'm not quite sure how many
Americans can believe that these
attacks will not affect their life in
some way. True enough, you do live
in America and you have the right to
free speech and the right to believe

•

what ever you want. Let me enlighten
those who do have this opinion. On
Tuesday, your rights and your
freedom came to a stand still. The
American financial system cam to
halt. Many Wall Street offices and
banks were tenants in the Twin
Towers. The Stock Market was shut
down and economies around the
world instantly plunged making your
money and assets worth less. The
pentagon was evacuated and the
military did not know what was
coming next. All flights were
grounded with many planes not
making it to their destinations. All
sporting events were canceled. All
forms of entertainment were
postponed or canceled. Even MTV
cut away from regular broadcasting
to cover the news.
Many people lost their lives on
Tuesday but all you care about is that
classes were canceled. Many people
even jumped format ht 110 story
buildings, but you got a free day. It's

FORUM, FROM PAGE

going to take quite some time fro
Airlines to figure out how exactly
what planes are where, how to get
them to where they needed to be and
resume normal flights. Yes! You got
a chance to rest and relax! The next
time you fly you will probably
experience a little more than an
invasion of privacy but it doesn't
matter because you'll be drunk
anyway!
If this event had happened a little
closer to home (geographically) I
wonder if it would make any
difference to you then? If you were
one of the people that lost a loved one
on one of those planes or on those
buildings you'd be looking for
support and waiting for action. Than
again, I guess you wouldn't It doesn't
make any difference to you so I'll
make sure no one tells you.

Cedric July
GSU Student

I personally would like to thank
Chris Brennman for the editoral
concerning the World Trace Center
Attacks that he wrote. It sickened
me when I saw that picture the
young man with the words, "It
doesn't make any difference to
me" under it. This is the most
major event that has happened in
our generation. We had been the
most apathetic generation ever and
when something of this magnitude
occurs, the only thing somebody
my age can say is that "it doesn't
make any difference." That one
statement alone shows what many
believe to be the general attitude
of people our age.
I am upset because I didn' t even
know of these events until noon
because I was in class for three
hours. There I was, learning how
to properly write objectives to
conform to QCC standards, while
around me my nation is in turmoil.

As soon as classes were cancelled,
I immediately glued myself to
ABC News for the rest of the day.
I just keep coming back to the
statement," It doesn't make any
difference to me." How can
somebody say that? Does he not
know about the thousands
uponthousands of innocent people
that are dead? Has he not heard of
the almost 300 missing firefighters
who bravely risked their lives
yesterday? It makes me ill to think
of that poor man whose wife called
him when her plane was on the
verge of crashing into the
Pentagon. "It doesn't make any
difference to me" is the most
heartless thing that I believe I have
heard somebody say about
yesterday.
I was on the phone with my
grandmother talking about these
events.
According to her,
yesterday's tragedy was far worse

Sutton Burkhalter
GSU Student

Web site createdfor students'perspectives on Tuesday's tragedy
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and our intellect has been chal- day.
thing," Shumaker said. "If it's so bad
lenged," Van Tassell said. He com"Some folks react to frustration with that you don't feel comfortable, alert a
pared the tragedy to Pearl Harbor, the violence," Darin Van Tassell said. faculty member. You need to educate
Cuban Missile Crisis, and the assassi- "Trends are increasing in terms of what her peers."
nations of President John Kennedy and leads to frustration."
The panel reminded the body that
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Van Tassell described a global cli- the students in international programs
"September 11, 2001 will forever mate as being haves and have-nots.
are not responsible for the attack.
be seared into our memory," he added.
He described the United States as a They're away from home, the panel
Dr. Barry Balleck, a specialist in "lonely super power" as it is the last said, and are probably more frightened
terrorism told the gathered mass that at true superpower left in the modern than we are. The panel pointed to the
this time, he did not feel like much of a world. Many third world countries see World War II Japanese -American inspecialist.
the U.S. as a "rogue superpower," and ternment camps as an example of what
"No one feels like an expert today," France has called America a happens when we blame those not rehe stated.
sponsible for a catastroBalleck said that
—
^^^
phe.
the goal of the terrorOne student in atten"WHENEVER THE WEAK ARE
ists was to leave the
dance, Luisa Villegas of
victim powerless.
Columbia, said that it is
DISCRIMINATED AGAINST TERRORISM
"[It's about] ripnot only Americans that
ping away control,"
COULD OCCUR. WAR WILL NOT END
are affected.
Balleck said. Ac"What happened yesTERRORISM. TERRORISM HAS EXISTED
cording to him, the
terday does not only afgoal was achieved
fect
Americans,"
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF TIME."
The panel was
Villegas said. "It is gloquicktopointoutthat
bal. Where I come from,
-DR. DARIN VAN TASSELL
since there is no nawe've had similar occurFORUM PANELIST
tion to place blame
_^^^_
rences, so I share in the
on, our response
feelings of sorrow, insecumust be measured.
"hyperpower," a force beyond any- rity, and helplessness. One month before
"We must take precautions in our thing seen in world history.
I came [to the U.S.] a bomb went off one
response. We must remain consistent
"Those who live in affluence re- block from where I hang out. I lost a
with American democratic ideals," spond differently to frustrations," he friend. It was like a knife in my heart
Balleck said. "The world will measure said. "Whenever the weak are dis- and the heart of my city and the
us. This is a test."
criminated against terrorism could youth. My parents were glad I was
Dr. Vernon Egger echoed Balleck's occur. War will not end terrorism. coming because they thought I would
response.
Terrorism has existed since the be- be safer here than there, and now this
"This is adeclaration of war," Egger ginning of time."
has happened."
aid. "The question is against whom or
Up until now, he said, the U.S. has
One member of the audience
against what. Our responses need to be been insulated and complacent
asked about the possibility of a
well thought out," Egger said.
"Many countries look at the U.S. nuclear attack. Most panelists agreed
"Make no bones about it, we are and feel we are arrogant, hypocritical, it was out of the question.
preparing for war. However, we are and that our attitudes convey 'Our way
Another concern raised was the
preparing for war against ghosts at or no way'," Egger said.
attack's affect on the American
the moment," Dr. Darin Van Tassell
Balleck said that, for the most economy, already seen to be losing
said. "Reacting to non-state actors part, America was well prepared con- strength before the destruction of the
would be like reacting against some- sidering the attack was beyond con- major world financial center in New
thing like the Red Cross. The Red ventional ideas of terrorism. He said York.
Cross has members all over the world. that the simplest protection against
"Are we headed toward a second
How would we do that?"
terrorism acts is from ground, not air Great Depression?" one asked.
The panelists agreed that seeking attacks.
"Unfortunately the answerto most
a unilateral response to non-governThe panel reminded those in at- of these questions is we don't know,"
ttent actors would place our nation tendance that it is too quick to place replied Darin Van Tassell.
in great danger and jeopardize a vul- blame, as no one has stepped forward
At the end of the two-hour forum,
nerable society.
»
to claim responsibility. One student Gunter urged those in attendance to
The panel tried to help the gath- said that he has already witnessed keep their hopes up.
ered body find some reasons for the GSU students harassing students of
"We can't lose hope in our fuattack y examining global issues at Middle Eastern descent.
ture," Gunter said. "We will bounce
work long before the attacks on Tues"You need to step in and say some- back.'

G-A News Service

College Publisher, a college student newspaper publishing resource,
has launched a Web site for college
students to exchange and share their
local perspectives of Tuesday's tragedy with each other.
College newspapers around the
country used the Internet to publish
their news and stories instantaneously. These stories will be made
available through the Internet with
College Publisher's new service.

"Our goal is to provide a platform
for students to share stories and their
perspective on issues related to
yesterday's tragic events," Karsten
Robbins, general manager of College Publisher, said Wednesday.
The services of the web site will
allow students to connect and support each other as they share their
local experiences, including those
who were closest to the events.
. "The terrorist attacks have had a
hugely personal effect on us, since

AFTERMATH, FROM PAGE
those that were injured in the terrorist attacks."
The call to take action in the midst
of the tragedy was heard throughout
the nation. Locally, residents of Statesboro and GSU can aid their fellow
Americans.

The Red Cross will hold emergency blood drives Wednesday, Sept.
19 from 11 -4 p.m. at the Russell Union
and Thursday, Sept. 20 from 2-7 p.m.
at Pittman Park Methodist Church
The American Red Cross immediately responded to the disaster by send-

Jill Bumham/STAFF

ing its Aviation Incident Response team
to New York, along with trained disaster workers from the New York and
Washington, DC. chapters.
80,000 blood donations already in
inventory are ready to be shipped to the
areas affected.
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HOUSE: Hundreds of students packed the Russell Union Ballroom Wednesday afternoon to
participate in a forum about Tuesday' s Washington, D.C. and New York City attacks. Students were encouraged
jto be patriots by trying to "exercise a good source of judgment."

we are based in New York City and
the World Trade Center is very closi;
to our campus. The College Publisher news service will help newsrooms like us to share stories about
this highly emotional experience
with others around the country,"
said Shams Tarek, Editor-in-Chief
of Pace Press.
The stories and message boards
can
be
accessed
at
www.coIlegepublisher.com/
attackonamerica.
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13 University Plaza
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than the attack on Pearl Harbor,
which she was also alive for. While
Pearl Harbor was horrific in its
own right, the World Trade Center
attack was an attack on our very
freedom and the American way of
life.
My only hope is that the young
man who uttered those words is
now feeling terrible for saying it. I
hope that he realizes that by saying
what he did, that he virtually
proved what grownups think about
our generation is true.
They believe that we are a bunch
of rich, spoiled kids who have had
everything handed to us and that
we could care less about what
happens to the world around us.
By speaking those words, he has
given the rest of us that do care
about our country a bad reputation.
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'College football is not bigger than life'
-PATFORDE, LOUISVILLE COURIER-JOURNAL, ESPN.COM

By Doug Kidd
doug_kidd@hotmail.com
The Southern Conference
announced late Thursday
afternoon that all football
games this weekend are
postponed due to the Pentagon
and World Trade Center
tragedy on Tuesday.
The move was a reversal from
a decision made Wednesday
saying all games would go on as
scheduled, following the
precedent set by seven of 10
Division 1-A conferences set
earlier in the day.
When the NFL announced
Thursday their plans to cancel
all games this weekend, all
professional and amateur leagues
followed suit. Included in that
group were college football,
whose members planned on
playing this weekend. On
Thursday all NCAA institutions
voted not to play.
The announcement means
Georgia Southern's game at
Wofford will not be played, with
a makeup date unclear. The only

open date left on the Eagles'
schedule is November 17, the
week before the playoffs.
That date would be unsuitable
for Wofford, who travel to
Youngstown State for their final
regular
season
game.
Rescheduling efforts have not
been made public by the league
or the respective universities,
The late Thursday decision
was different from what most
college football conferences
(including the Southern
Conference)
had
said
Wednesday. All Division I-A
leagues, minus the Pac-10, Big
East and ACC, were planning to
go through their schedule.
After GSU's Wednesday
practice, athletic director Sam
Baker said he understood why
some would want the games
postponed but that SoCon
members were in agreement to
play.
"We all [SoCon presidents
and athletic directors] felt that it
was in the best interest to go
ahead and play the events," Baker

said Wednesday afternoon.
"Most people felt if you don't
play, then the terrorists win.
"Most people felt we should
remember what has happened,
but at the same time we thought
it would be best for us continue
with our lives."
That feeling was changed after
the NFL canceled all games,
something the league caught flak
for in 1963 following the
assassination of President John
F. Kennedy.
Once the professional football
league bowed out, all sports
followed. One of the reasons
was that many of the players did
not find it appropriate way to
pay respect for victims.
Many GSU players were also
reluctant to play this weekend.
Senior Adrian Peterson said that
practice this week had been slow
and lethargic.
"Starting out it was just
crazy," Peterson said. "It was
shocking and unreal to see what
had happened all day [Tuesday],
and then go out and practice."

Lindsay Wise/STAFF
THE SPORTS WORLD PAUSES IN RESPECT: In the aftermath of the attacks, the
NCAA and SoCon officials decided to cancel all weekend football games.

GSU football reacts to Tuesday's attacks Pro and college sports cancel games

Dennis Hightower
Hightowerl2181@hotmail.com
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Heightened security called for in future Olympics

. Associated Press

The Winter Olympics will
.go ahead as scheduled in Salt
Lake City in February; but
security for the games will be
reassessed in the wake of the
terrorist attacks in the United
States, IOC president Jacques
Rogge said Wednesday.
"We have always put
security as the No. 1 priority,"
Rogge told The Associated
■ Press. "These dramatic events
will not awaken us to security
issues. But, for legitimate
reasons, we will reassess and
re-evaluate everything."
Rogge stressed the Salt Lake
Games will be staged as planned
Feb. 8-24, despite heightened
concerns following Tuesday's
attacks in New York and
Washington.
"Yes, the games will take
place," he said in a telephone
interview
from
IOC
headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland. "At the same time, we
will discuss the impact on the
games later on."
Rogge said the security issue
will be discussed by the ruling
IOC executive board when it
meets next week in Lausanne.
Salt
Lake
Organizing
Committee president Mitt
Romney will report to the board
by video conference from Utah.
"We will address the
situation and exploreeverything
next week," Rogge said. "It is
our responsibility to reassess
and re-evaulate. The answer

might be nothing has to change.
The answer might be some
things have to change. We will
listen to our American friends."
Rogge declined to specify what
areas of security would be
examined.
"This is a period of mourning
and respect," he said. "This is not
the time to discuss specifics. We
have to show respect for the
tragedy."
A SLOC spokeswoman said
Wednesday that the IOC's World
Congress on Sports Sciences,
scheduled Sunday through
Wednesday in Salt Lake City, has
been postponed indefinitely
because of travel difficulties.
Rogge described as "horrendous" Tuesday's attacks in which
hijackers crashed three jetliners
into the World Trade Center
towers in New York and the
Pentagon in Washington.
He said security has been a
prime concern for the IOC ever
since the terrorist assault at the
1972 Munich Olympics which
claimed the lives of 11 Israeli
athletes and coaches and six
others.
At the 1996Atlanta01ympics,
one person was killed and more
than 100 injured when a pipe
bomb exploded in Centennial
Park.
"We have always at every
games worked very closely with
the governments which must
provide security," Rogge said.
"We' ve always put that as the No.
1 priority. We've always been

careful in bringing one of the
experts from previous games to
the organizers and authorities."
Rogge noted that the security
chiefs from the 1992 Barcelona
Olympics and 2000 Sydney
Games, Santiago de Sicard and
Peter Ryan, were acting as
advisers for Salt Lake and other
future games.
Rogge said he spoke by
phone Tuesday with Romney,
who was in Washington
meeting with federal officials
about security when the terrorists struck. He also was in touch
with U.S. Olympic Committee
officials and IOC members in
the United States.
Romney said Tuesday that
the $200 million plan to protect
athletes and spectators is no
longer sufficient.
"I look for the federal government to revisit the public
safety plans," he said. "We will
be fully engaged in that process
and will make it our highest
priority."
Tuesday' s attacks will likely
raise new concerns about safety
at the 2004 Summer Olympics
in Athens, Greece. Security
was already a major issue in
Athens because of the domestic
terror group November 17,
which has killed 22 people
since 1975.
Athens organizers said
Wednesday it was too early to
say how the attacks in the United
States wijl affect their already
extensive security planning.

Associated Press

Commissioner Bud Selig said he made the decision to postpone games "in the interest of security and
out of a sense of deep mourning for the national tragedy."
The NFL, criticized for playing after President Kennedy's assassination
in 1963, wasn't sure whether to play this weekend's schedule.
Jacksonville Jaguars coach Tom Coughlin's son, Tim, was in the World
Trade Center when the first plane crashed into it, but escaped uninjured.
College football commissioners have postponed the weekend's entire
schedule. All games set for Thursday night and on Saturday were postponed,
including No. 13 Washington at No. 1 Miami.
"The games themselves are insignificant in the face
of what has happened today," NCAA president Cedric Dempsey said.
Commissioners of the NCAA's Division I-A conferences, including the Atlantic
Coast, Big East, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-10 and Southeastern, held a conference call
to discuss their options for staging this weekend's football games. There were 116
Division I games scheduled for Thursday through Saturday. The ACC decided
Thursday postponed all sports through the weekend.
In addition to the changes in scheduling of football, several other sports have
decided to cancel or reschedule their upcoming games.
-The PGA Tour canceled Thursday's starts of the World Golf Championship and two other tournaments for the entire weekend. Commissioner
Tim Finchem said the World Golf Championship in St. Louis have yet to be
rescheduled
"This is a sad, sad day in America," Tiger Woods said.
-NASCAR canceled Friday's qualifying for the New Hampshire 300 in
Louden and Sunday's Chevy 500 at Texas
Motor Speedway in Fort Worth.
-Garnet "Ace" Bailey, 53, a former NHL
player with Boston, Detroit and St. Louis, and
director of pro scouting for the Los Angeles
Kings, was aboard United Airlines Flight 175, one of two planes that hit the
World Trade Center. Mark Bavis, an amateur scout for the Kings, also was
aboard.
-European soccer's governing body postponed all its matches for the rest of this week
"out of a mark of respect" for the victims of the
attacks. Eight Champions League and more
than 40 UEFA Cup matches were scheduled to be played on Wednesday and
Thursday.
It was only the third time the major leagues postponed an entire day's
schedule, besides when there has been labor strife, according to Scot
Mondore of the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum.
The others were Aug. 2,1923, when President Harding died; and June 6,
1944, when Allied forces invaded France in World War II. Exhibition games
were called off on April 14, 1945, two days after the death of President
-——-——----g-pp^jjqg- ^^^^^^^^ Roosevelt.
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Pittsburgh, the New York Mets left a hotel across the street from a
federal building and moved to the suburbs as a security precaution.
Atlanta pitcher John Burkett, at home in Dallas following an off-day,
borrowed the car of former teammate Rusty Greer and planned to drive
about 850 miles to Atlanta, where he had been scheduled to pitch against
the Philadelphia Phillies on Wednesday.
"I felt obligated to my team to be there," he said. "I would've felt sick watching the game at home,
knowing I could've and should've been there, but wasn't."
m
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Michael Jordan considers a return to the game

Associated Press

Michael Jordan all but confirmed
Monday he would return to play in the
NBA and said the world will know for
sure within 10 days.
In a 30-minute conversation with
The Associated Press and reporters for
the Chicago Sun-Times and cnnsi.com,
Jordan said the news conference to announce his decision would be held in
Washington, D.C., by the middle of next
week.
Asked whetherhe was definitely coming back, Jordan smiled slyly. A moment
later, he looked up and said, "I'm doing
it for the love of the game. Nothing else.
For the love of the game."
Jordan, who led the Chicago Bulls to
six championships, has worked out all
summerpreparingfortheexpectedcome-

back with the Washington Wizards. He
is president of basketball operations for
the team and a part owner, meaning he
has to divest his ownership under NBA
mles before returning to the court.
Jordan has tested himself and his
game repeatedly in scrimmages against
top-caliber NBA players, with league
referees officiating. The only question
remaining is whether the tendinitis in his
right knee would limit his effectiveness.
Jordan, however, said the knee was
sound. If it remains that way over the next
few days, he said, "I'll be ready to go."
Reached by The Washington Post
later Monday for comment that he has all
but decided to return, Jordan said, "I
didn't say that. I have not said it."
This would be the second comeback
for the 38-year-old Jordan.

He stunned the basketball world by
retiring in October 1993, saying he had
nothing left to prove in basketball and
wanted to give baseball a try. He played
a season of Double-A ball for the Chicago White Sox team in Birmingham,
Ala., but returned to the Bulls in March
1995.
In the half-hour conversation on a
curb outside his restaurant, Jordan
dropped the conditional tense for the first
rime since acknowledging in April that
he was serious about coming back.
"I want to play for years," he said.
But Jordan made clear he wasn't
coming back to fulfill any expectations
buthisown. "Winningisn'talwayscharnpionships. What's wrong with helping
kids find their way, teaching them the
game."
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TODAY'S QUOTE
"The ultimate measure of a
man is not where he stands in
moments of comfort, but
where he stands at times of
challenge and controversy."
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ACROSS
Supply of BB's
Hurried along
Bullwinkle's pal
Semitic deity
Mary Baker
Maine college
town
Numbskull
Animal with a
fleshy proboscis
Turkish capital
Condense and
list
Quarter pint
Adult male
Catskills
neighbor
Coach
Parseghian
Verne's captain
Game site
Bennett or
Randall
Shut out
Sacred image
Currency
substitute
Cake finisher
Dramatic division
Location of 26A
Male sheep
Pops
Legally insolvent
Done over
Aluminum
producer
Safari vehicle
James Dean film
Sioux tribe
Order to a broker
Part of a process
Scotland _
Sal's canal
DOWN
"Fernando"
group
Primary
Hamill or Twain
Golden years
Proclaimed
McKinley's wife
Revise for print
Ball of fire
Domed room
Dental exam?
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10 G-A Action Ads
* STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students
are urged to exercise caution when replying to ads — particularly those which require a credit card number, other personal
information, or money in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are
also urged to report to the newspaper any
suspicious offers which they might see in
an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George.Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing'^ facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor orthe individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is published three
times weekly during the academic year and
five times during summers. Any questions
regarding content should be directed to the
editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax
at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send
electronic messages to the newspaper staff
by visiting our web site at http://
www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or
912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: Brooks Clements,
Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
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48 Sigma follower
49 Make use of
50 Pass through a
membrane
53 Sacks
54 Landed
55 March Madness

1

student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
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YOU NAME it - I'll move it! Trailer and guy
for hire - inexpensive -cuts grass too. Commercial Mower - will tell jokes after work is
done. 871-4170
VISION MINISTRIES' Bible Study in Williams Center @ 7 PM on Tuesdays. Come
out and see what the Lord has for you.
ASCE MEETING 9-18-01/ Technology
Building/ room 1104/12:30 PM. Civil Engineering and CET majors encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.
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AUCTION: Thursday Sept.. 20, 2001 at
10:00 AM. at the Stadium Plaza Laundromat GSU. Business only, not real estate,
10% Buyer's Premium Added!
739-0219.

40 Autos for Sale
1993 OLDS. Cutlass Supreme 76,000
miles. All power. $4,'500. Call 764-5440
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PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort
to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the advertiser
is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is
to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address,
and phone number. No free ads taken via
telephone - at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person per week.
Commercial classified are 20 cents per word
with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets
are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates for home delivery of The GeorgeAnne are $35 per semester, or $60 per year,
delivered by third class mail. Please address
all inquiries to Courtney Williams, Business
Manager. The George-Anne is distributed
free of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus sites,
and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional
copies are 35 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them All" - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call
Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally

SPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER 18 speed
$50. Call Jenna 681-6006.
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80 Computers & Software
COMPAQ PRESARIO 1210 laptop. 16MB,
RAM, 32-BIT PC Card, New power supply.
All original software, warranty info, owner's
manual, etc. Laptop bag included. $300
obo.

6R£NAD£

FOR SALE: IBM Notebook Computer. Internet ready, runs Windows '95. Includes
all booklets and two carry cases. $600. Call
681-7293.

90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun.
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

140 Help Wanted
ADVERTISING SALES Reps wanted. We
are looking for people with sales experience.
If interested call David Brennaman 6815418 or at home 871-3923 or email
Brak63@aol.com
ATTENTION GSU Graduate Art Students:
Someone needed to do graphic artwork.
Free hand ability preferred; not required.
Mostly done on computer. Will work around
class schedule. 764-2144
JANITOR/MAINTENANCE help for the
Baptist Union: Mon. 5-8PM,Tues. 5-10PM,
Thurs.5-10PM. Call 681-2241.
PROFESSOR TYPE wanted to rent executive home at $1600 per month. Respond to
Margret at 764-9407 or Fax to 489-1413

cellent condition, balance owed $33,000
price negotiable, on rental lot near GSU.
764-5310

BASS DRUM Pedal. Drum Workshop
5,000 series Accelerator model. Never
been used. $150 OBO. Call Josh 489-2441
DRUM-SET Pearle Forum Series Black, 5piece, cymbal stand, Hi-hat stand and symbols, Ride cymbal, drum throne, new heads
$650 OBO 489-2441

160 Miscellaneous for Sale

220 Rentals & Real Estate

BRAVES TICKETS for Sept. 30. 2 adult
tickets, Row 7. Value: $27 each; Will sell
for $20 each. Contact sgallemore@gasou.edu

REDUCED!!!! 2 bedroom, 1 or 2 bath, on
campus, washer/dryer, $450.00 Call 6813000 .

WASHING MACHINE For Sale. Great condition and for $75 or best offer it can be
yours! Call 681 -3004 ask for Ryan or Anslieigh.
FOR SALE Sofa, excellent condition. Just
need room for new furniture only $100. Call
489-5785 ask for Brandi or leave message.

165 Mobile Homes
FOR SALE Double-Wide Mobile Home 3BR
2BA, CH and Air, enclosed fire place, ex-

**WBHtf eM06tU
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3 BEDROOM 2 Bath house for Rent - CH
and Air, ceiling fans and yardwork. 6827468 764-6076
LARGE HOUSE for rent 4 bedroom, 2.5
baths, living room, dining room, eat in kitchen w/refrigerator and dishwasher. Laundry
room with washer and dryer. Call 764-1130
or 489-5373

230 Roommates

"And finally, in our
'Where are They Now' segment..."

290 Travel
SPRING BREAK 2002!!! Student Express
is now hiring sales reps. Cancun features
FREE meals and parties @ Fat Tuesday's
- MTV Beach Headquarters. Acapulco, Ma-
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SUBLEASE AT Statesboro Place Available
Immediately $290 Rent Call Elliot for more
information or negotiation at 871-7067

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP. 3B/R 2 Bath
apartment in Countryside. $223/month plus
utilities. For more info, call 764-6467

mmm\
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180 Musical

EXPERIENCED DRUMMER needed for
punk, hardcore, speed-metal band. Double bass pedals preferred. Call and leave
message at 688-3835
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Gongfarmers

GEORGIA SOUTHERN Diamond Girls are
having info, sessions in Russell Union on
Tuesday, Sept. 11th @ 5:30pm in Rm 2071
and Wednesday, Sept. 12th @ 7pm in Rm
2072.
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by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

CAPTAIN RlBMAN "On Taco The World
ALL FREE

BEST WISHES on your Birthday Kristie
Heck from all your friends
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11 Manilow's
nightclub
12 Contract in
wrinkles
13 Yesteryear
18 Wilson of the
Beach Boys
22 Prohibition
24 Green fruit
26 Boy Scout unit
27 Tom of "Big"
28 Williams of
"Awakenings"
29 Jackie's second
30 Aromatic tree
31 Eschew the
doorbell
32 Old sailor
33 Aleutian island
37 Nevertheless
39 Passed with
flying colors
40 Gave
recompense
43 Tell the story
45 "Death on a Pale
Horse" painter
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zatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Florida. Prices form $469, with major airlines. 24,000 travelers in 2001. Call 800787-3787 for a FREE brochure or email:
bookit@studentexpress.com.
www.studentexpress.com

SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica, Cancun;
Bahamas, or Florida. Join Student Travel
Services, Americas # 1 Student Tour Op-1
erator. Promote Trips at Georgia Southerrj
and earn cash or free trips. Information/
Reservations
1-800-648-4849
of
www.ststravel.com

Rip Us Off.

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.
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Anger over terrorist attacks puts
Arab Americans, Muslims in fear
KRT Campus

Special Photo
REST IN PEACE: A New York City firefighter places a cross honoring colleagues on a makeshift memorial
set up on a fire truck near the World Trade Center. Entire companies of firefighters are feared lost amid the rubble
of the twin towers following their collapse during evacuation efforts Tuesday morning.

COPING, FROM PAGE

1

CHICAGO - Zeinah Elayyan prays
at a mosque a half-block from her
house in southwest suburban
Bridgeview, 111., but on Thursday she
said she was too fearful to step out her
front door without police nearby.
"No American," she said, "should
be made to be so afraid."
She had reason to fear. The night
before, 300 to 500 people turned a
raucous flag-waving, pro-American
demonstration into an angry march
on the Bridgeview mosque. More
than 100 police officers were called
out to keep the crowd from getting
too close, and at least 15 people were
arrested, mostly for disorderly conduct or interfering with police.
Demonstrators began gathering
again Thursday night near Oak Lawn
High School, many saying they had
come out in the name of patriotism.
One teen-ager on a bicycle, wrapped
in an American flag, shouted, "Kill
the Arabs."
In the last 48 hours, anger over
Tuesday's terrorist attacks appeared
to grow and turn on Arab Americans
and Muslims across the country. In
Virginia, a Muslim bookstore was
vandalized. In north Texas, six shots
were fired into a mosque. In Northern
Indiana, a gas station attendant from
Yemen told police a man shot at him
with an assault rifle.
Reports of anti-Muslim acts also
piled up in the Chicago area. Chicago
police said three men beat a Pakistani
cab driver on East Chicago Avenue
late Tuesday, and Muslims in Lake
County reported vandals had spraypainted "USA" and "No Forgiveness"
on a Muslim worship center in Beach
Park.
The rash of violence compelled
both President Bush and Mayor Richard Daley on Thursday to call for tolerance. "There is no place for hatred in
Chicago," the mayor said.
With many of the Chicago area's
350,000 Muslims preparing to attend
worship services Friday - Juma prayer
- Cook County State's Atty. Dick
Devine warned that "if anyone threatens them or harms them, we will seek
to hold them responsible to the full
extent of the law."
At the al Quassem mosque on 63rd
Street on Chicago's South Side, Muslims plan to form a protective human
shield around the building.
Sikhs, members of a faith rooted in
India, have also reported cases of assault and harassment. "They are thinking we are Afghanis because of our
appearance," said Amarjit Singh, vice
president of Gum Nanak Sikh Mission
of Greater Chicago. "We are Sikhs.

We are all fellow Americans."
Religious leaders of all faithsjoined
officials in condemning the violence
and hatred.
"We need to bear in mind that this
conflict is between the United States
and those who would see our way of'
life destroyed," a New York group of
Reform rabbis said Thursday. "It is
not between some-Americans and
others. We must not allow this attack
on America to divide Americans."
Elayy an and her husband, Kamal,
are indeed proud American citizens
who followed the immigrant trail of
dreams from the Middle East to the
Midwest. He is from Jordan. She is
from the West Bank. They met in
Chicago. They fell in love with each
other and America at the same time.
Their four children were born
here.
When I was sworn in as a citizen,"
Kamal Elayyan said, "the judge said
this is the only country built on immigrants and we should all be proud, we
were all Americans."
But in Bridgeview on Wednesday
night, the Elayyan family said they felt
like foreigners. The Elayyans, like most
of their Muslim neighbors, stayed off
the streets, behind drawn drapes and
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bolted doors.
The fear was still easy to find Thursday along the quiet, tree-lined streets
of Bridgeview, a suburb of 15,000
residents, about 30 percent of whom
are Arab Americans.
Muslim parents kept their children home from school. Brothers
escorted sisters to the doctor. The
local Muslim religious leader, Imam
Jamal M. Said, urged women not to
leave their homes, even to go to the
mosque to pray.
During the Persian Gulf War,
someone fired a bullet into the
Bridgeview Mosque Foundation,
according to the imam. But since
then there was no serious trouble until Wednesday night.
The police allowed the growing
crowd, mostly teenagers and young
adults, to march down Harlem Avenue until it appeared the demonstrators intended to protest in front of the
mosque.
Officers from several suburbs and
the Illinois State Police then cordoned
off the area, keeping demonstrators
two blocks away from the mosque
complex, which includes two schools.
Residents were allowed in only if they
could provide proof they lived there.
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but rescue workers have barely noise of daily life slowly returned terminal on 42nd Street and many
made a dent in the debris littering to New York, many found it impos- of the bridges and tunnels to the
lower Manhattan. Giuliani said sible to erase the memories and island of Manhattan.
!
Yet, moments of chaos still
other buildings remain in danger images, despite pleas from an ex■
hausted Giuliani to try to return to erupted across Manhattan, as a vaof collapsing.
riety of bomb threats and suspi"The recovery and relief ef- their normal lives.
■
It was a bomb scare at the Em- cious packages sent nervous people
fort is still going on, and it will go
pn for a long time," Giuliani said. pire State Building that pushed scurrying down streets. Area airPi
Despite the grim prospects, Janine Scarpello over the edge. ports were closed in the afternoon
Even though it was a false alarm, and several people detained because
relatives tried to keep up hope.
"I know in my heart that he's she could sleep no more than two their identification documents were
questionable. Police officers were
still alive, that he just can't get to hours Wednesday night.
posted on all four
me right now,"
—^^—
corners in many of
said Deborah
—^^^^^
the busier neighborPerkins-Will"IT'S GOOD HAVING KIDS NOW, BECAUSE
hoods. Bright yellow
iams, whose
metal barricades
husband, Louie
NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENED, YOU STILL
lined curbs at the bus
Anthony WillHAVE TO POUR THEIR CEREAL IN THE
terminal, which is
iams, worked
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
run by the same Port
as a paralegal
MORNING. IT BRINGS YOU BACK TO
Authority
that
overon the 66th
Open-Minded
>?
sees the World Trade
floor of one of
EARTH.
Open-Hearted
Center, and the taxi
the towers.
-SUSAN KRAMER,
stand
was
moved
"He's going to
MOTHER OF TWO
across the street as
call me. I know
GSU students, faculty, staff: you're always welcome
security measures.
he's coming
One
of
the
taxi
dispatchers,
"I've
been
feeling
last
night
and
home."
at First Presbyterian Church, one of the
Clearing the debris and search- this morning a sense of guilt," she Andres Fernandez, 58, said "It's
closest churches to campus.
ing for the victims is horribly said. "I feel like I should be doing still very difficult to cope with the
.slow, both because of the sheer something. I feel guilty for eating a enormity of what happened. You're
Sunday Service- 11am
1215 Fair Road
[volume of the buildings' remains meal. I feel guilty for having my nervous. Your mind is someplace
Sunday School - 9:30arn
(Just North of E. Ga. Regional Med. Ctr.)
'and because workers don't want coffee in the morning. It just doesn't else. Your stomach hurts. You get
Wednesday Supper & Discussion - 6pm
681-2053 * www.fpcusa.net
•to risk harming anyone who might seem fair. I don't feel anger. I just sick. It's tough."
feel remorse."
.still be alive.
"There are still moments that I
The work must be done by
'hand. Heavy equipment might fall feel helpless," said Bill Holahan, who
lives in Brooklyn. "But it's getting
through the layers of debris.
Armies of construction work- better. I went to school last night, I
'ers used blowtorches to cut went to the gym today."
Susan Kramer, who lives in Man.through the huge steel beams.
They joined police, fire, ambu- hattan, thinks she'll never be-able to
lance and hospital workers who look without pain at the place in the
dug through the debris with their skyline once dominated by the two
Ibare hands, tossing what they towers. She finds comfort in her 3
found into buckets to be carried year-old daughter and 6-year-old son.
"It's good having kids now, be'-away.
Television, they said, cannot cause no matter what happened,
possibly capture the enormity of you still have to pour their cereal in
the morning," she said. "It brings
'.what they encounter.
"It's all a tangled mess," said you back to earth."
"Today, for the first time, we
"Mark Devaux, a blowtorch operator from Connecticut. "You've were just talking about going to see
got to work from the top down. a movie," she said. "Get out of the
The tournament is open to all GSU students with a valid I.D.
Sometimes, they have bodies right house. Make plans. It's important."
The city streets were filled again
under us. We're always starting
The last day to sign up is Monday, September 17th.
little fires of our own. You worry, with honking taxi cabs, and many
Play for your chance to be a part of the GSU Pool Team!
maybe you are hurting someone." commuters returned to work after
As the familiar activity and authorities re-opened the main bus
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